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Strong yet subtle, the richness of 
coffee can jump-start not just your 
mornings, but also your home! 
Darker than chocolate yet warmer than ebony, coffee 

straddles the colour divide between brown and black 

- and being a bit of both, it turns out as a colour 

of multiple personalities. It's oh-so-Oriental when 

paired with rouge red in lacquered Japanese 

dinnerware; but with the help of saffron 

walls, an autumnal palette of coffee, fiery red 

and turquoise handwoven fabrics becomes 

exotically ethnic. 

Turn it luxurious with gold, bronze or 

silver touches in the form of embroidery 

on cushions, tassles on drapes, or detailed 

handles on cupboards. Otherwise, go avant 

garde with rose pinks, lime greens, acid 

yellows and green greys. \ 

Play with different textures by 

placing mattes against glosses, and furs 

beside linens. Vary your shades of brown too 

- mocha and coffee, as it turns out, make a 

scrumptious combination When you' re done, 

step back and indulge in a cuppa 
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prints dominates the small space, 

from the wall to a huge headboard 

and bedcovers In contrast, an elegant 

masculinity marks the master bedroom 

where the parents stay during visits. 

Here, a sect ion of the walls and cei ling 

is framed and clad in black wallpaper 

to define the sleeping area and the 

TV console • it's pract ical too: the 

false ceiling hides wires and provides 

lighting points,• says Jeffrey 

For the media room, Jeffrey covered 

all four walls in black to create a womb-

ftff~ 

like space •for that cinema feel", he 

says. "The presence of some dark 

colours also balances out the lively, gay 

ones in the hall • 

Having lived in London and Paris 

where interiors are usually classical, 

the owner finds Jeffrey's modern 

decor refreshing, and loves the zesty, 

contemporary chic that defines her 

lovely new home 
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ABOVE LEFT The large patterns on thll wallpaper 
from Goodrich Global's Brilllanf WallcoverIng1 range 
render any wall art unnecessary ABOVE RIGHT 
Simple accent, such as Starck's MIii K lamp for 
Kartell balance out rhe bold prints In this bedroom 
BELOW A dark colour theme with SIMI and glaaa 
accents exudH 1ophl1llcallon and m11culInlty 

ideas 
we love 
DROPTHETOP Dropped 

ceilings, once popular in discos, 

are more often seen in home 

interiors these days. They add 

interest and a groovy style to 

otherwise boring ceilings. 

NO WHITEWASH White walls 

don't have to be nondescript and 

dull. Jazz them up with patterns 

In the same colour but with a 

different finish, like this matte

glossy wallpaper from Goodrich 

Global's Happy View range. 
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open, the two spaces are one The 

porch's understated beige sofas 

and ceramic table complement 

the resort-themed furnishing in 

the living room, both now exude 

comfort and laid-back ease 

With the chick blinds providing 

cool shade, the porch is the perfect 

place to spend a lazy afternoon 

Hege sums up the design principle 

succinctly· •1 couldn't bear to waste 

the space, so I turned it into another 

area in which we could unwind • 
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- HEGE'S GARDEN DECOR TIPS -
TALL ORDER When designing a path in a narrow garden, compensate for the lack of width by lining the 

walkway with tall plants to create the illusion of height At parties, light the way with lamps and teal1ghts 

SCALE DOWN Don't grow big beds of roses or over-decorate a small space with a canopy and spreading 

palms Simply arrange colourful, understated flowers such as orchids, violets or cacti in pretty pots to add a 

subtle touch of class to your garden 

NA 1 U t< AL WON D FR When decorating outdoor areas, use the colours of nature like golds, greens, browns and 

wood tones for your furniture to harmonise with the surroundings 
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